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Presentation Notes
The findings include cases from Bron Afon and Tai Calon. 

http://www.charterhousing.co.uk/
http://www.newportcityhomes.com/


Context  

• To try and understand the impact that UC 
and the benefit cap has had on evictions; 

• Highlight areas of good and poor practice; 

• Provide recommendations on where we can 
improve; 

• Identify issues where Welsh Government, 
Local Authorities and DWP can support us.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examined cases that had been evicted or had come close to eviction. Why as a group of housing organisations did we decide to look at this?The aim of the research was to highlight any areas of good and poor practice, provide recommendations on how organisations can prevent cases escalating and consider what Welsh Government and Local Authorities (LA) can do to support the GWRP organisations. 



Some statistics… 

Universal credit demographics 
                                                   Lone parent families             
                                            
                                                    Couple with children 
                                               
                                                    Single females 
 
 
                                                               Single males  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 lone parents families;1 couple with children;3 single females;9 single males.Total 17 Research heavily weighted towards single males, which supports the general findings of UC live service. The research was carried out Jan/Feb 2018, so still limited numbers of full service and only a sample of cases was examined due to the short timeframe. 



Pre UC arrears status 
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Pre-UC arrears status  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the 17 cases examined, 11 had pre-existing arrears; 2 of these already had a NSP in place, 7 already had court orders. So 70% of cases already had at least one month’s worth of arrears at the point that they claimed UC. However, UC arrears are now taking a downward trend; we are seeing less people with existing arrears and high balances moving onto UC – change of demographics?  



Final outcome of the arrears process.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chart demonstrates that even some people with starting balances of less than one month’s rent saw their arrears escalate to the point of eviction when they claimed UC. Some people too k the decision to end their tenancy as they thought that maintaining the h/h had become unaffordable. 35% of the tenancies which had arrears of more than £500 at the point of claiming UC went onto be evicted. Saved other- family member paid off the arrears. STOP HERE SO STEVE CAN ADD HIS INFO FROM UC REAL. 



Other points of interest… 

• Definite correlation between working 
contracts with irregular hours and high 
arrears (even before UC claimed);  

• UC not making it easier for people who work 
irregular hours; 

• Findings showed exacerbated arrears; 
• Added problem of four-weekly paid 

sometimes being paid more than once 
during a UC AP; 

• Lack of understanding of the UC process (FS) 
– multiple claims being made. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UC is not making it easier for people working irregular hours, even in FS areas. In all cases where people worked irregular hours, UC exacerbated their arrears balances. Lack of stable income makes it difficult to plan a budget – corroborated by JRF research. Multiple claims being made as previous claims not completed due to lack of understanding of the UC process. 



Other points of interest…  
• Poor engagement;  
• Single people particularly challenging to deal with. 

Household make up and outcome of arrears process for those who didn’t engage: 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poor engagement a recurring theme. Single people very challenging to engage with, making it difficult to undertake an assessment of vulnerabilities, support needs and give proper advice, especially making use of the DHP fund. Staff often concentrating just on the arrears process and not looking at the “bigger picture”, taking a holistic approach. How can we get people to engage with us? Next session exploring this, but we need to look at how we can put it into practice. Also Deliberata research – Commissioned by ICS to look at impact of UC from customers point of view. Report due to be published shortly and we can ask the research team to present at a future meeting. 



Some statistics… 

Benefit cap demographics 
 
                                                                Couples with children 
 
 
 
       Lone parent families 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 couples;8 lone parents, LPs much more likely to be affected by the cap than couples.Consider the policy context behind this, LPs can claim IS and not be available for work until the youngest child is 5 yrs. However, ben cap activated immediately the income threshold is reached. Contradiction? Main reason behind cap is to save money and “encourage” people into work. At least 50% of the families in the cases examined had children under 5 yrs. Reflected in the GWRP organisations and national stats from DWP. 



Multiple needs and debts.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LP’s much more likely to have both debts and multiple needs. Reality is that they’re further away from the labour market and require much more extensive support to cope with the impact of the cap. They look for other ways to escape it! See next slide. 



Moving off the cap.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking a job to move off the cap did not happen for any of the LP families, some are a long way from the labour market! More common is exploring claims for PIP, or the support group of ESA – more realistic options, given the complex needs and health issues some of them face. Every case received a DHP, savings to public purse, reliance as a solution, sustainable? Exploring ESA support group and PIP, shifting spend to different welfare budget. Supported by DWP stats which shows that almost 30% of people have moved off the cap by claiming a benefit that makes then exempt. How can we support people, to get closer to the labour market and engage with us, especially LPs with complex needs. None of the LPs have moved into work, DHPs are heavily propping up cases. 



Questions and discussion  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have any other organisations undertaken research which supports the findings of the GWRP organisations? Is anyone else interested in doing something similar, so that our findings have more weight behind them? If so, can we use this to think about some lobbying opportunities with CHC? (will give weight to our findings), especially zero hour contracts and LPs affected by ben cap. WRDG workplan suggests that asks around the ben cap will be developed once we’ve identified what needs to change, DHPs heavily propping up ben cap cases. At the last WRDG meeting we discussed setting up a task and finish group with CHC reps and WLGA to look at the bigger picture around DHP spend and to try and get some more consistency around allocation. How can we support people, particularly LPs with employment initiatives? 
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